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<thead>
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<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
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</tr>
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In the context of climate change, reducing the energy consumption of electronic devices is a requirement. As displays represent a large part of the consumption of such devices, they are a choice target to reduce our energy footprint.

This internship will investigate different chromaticity-based methods, derived from properties of the visual perception and its optical illusions, to reduce the energy needed to display images and videos onscreen. Besides the development of the methods through classic computer vision algorithms, a deep-learning based network could be developed to mimic the most promising investigated technique.

Expected outcomes: prototype, publication or patent.

Skills: computer vision, signal/color/image/video processing. Background in display physics and deep learning would be appreciated. Python, PyTorch or an equivalent deep learning framework.

Keywords: color, visual perception, energy reduction, energy aware images, computer vision, machine learning (deep learning).